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Abstract 
Amir, A. and GM. Landau, Fast parallel and serial multidimensional approxim i&e array matching, 
Theoretical Computer Science 81 ( 1991) 97-l 15. 
Consider the multidimensional array matching problem, where differences between ,haracters of 
the pattern and characters of the text are permitted. A difference may be due 20 a mismatch 
between a text and pattern character, superfluous text charac:: r or cuperfluous pattern character. 
Given a d-dimensional array of size nd (text) and a d-dimensional array of size rn’ (patr -m) we 
present the foGowing algorithms: 
For a given k, find all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k differences. Our 
serial algorithm runs in time O( nt’( dk + k’)) and the parallel algorithm run= in time 0( d( “log n -t 
k) + k’) using nd processors. If superfluous characters are not allowed and the only permrtted 
errors are mismatches, we solve the problem serialltr in time 0( nddk) and in parallel in time 
0( d( dlog n + k)) using nd processors. 
We present an alternate algorithm for the mismatches problem which lens ser;-illy in t’me 
O(2”n” log2 m) and in parallel in time O(d log n) -.rsing nd processors. This algorithm is more 
efficient for large k. 
We also give an efficient solutiorl to tba close-march problem. Here ;! mismatch weight function 
f: 2 x 2 + [0, 1] is assigned. The weight function gives weight to the mismatches, soqe mismatches 
being worse than others. We present a serial algorithm fcr finding all appearacces of the patter!: 
in the text .vith a bounded total enter in time O(Zdn” log’ m). Our parallel algorithm is again of 
time complexity O(d log n) using n” processors. 
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il. Introduction 
String matching and its many generalizations is a widely studied problem in 
computer science. 0 ossible generalization that has been researched is approxi- 
mate string matching- nding all occurrences of a pattern in a text where differences 
are allowed. 
Three types of retices were distinguished [201: 
(a) a pattern char r corresponds to a different character in the text (mismatch); 
(b) a text char deleted (deletion ); 
(c) a pattern char cter is deleted (insertion). 
Two problems were considered in the one-dimensional case: The string matching 
with k mismatches problem (the k-mismatches problem)-find all occurrences of the 
pattern in the text with at most k type-(a) differences. The string matching with k 
di$erences problem (the k-di$erences problem)-find all occurrences of the pattern 
in the text with at most k differences of type (a), (b), or (c). 
We consider approximate pattern matching in d dimensions. 
The Problems. Let 2 be a fixed alphabet. 
Input: Two d-dimensional arrays A,, . . . . . *;...;I .. . . . ??I]--the pattern and 
Trl . . . . ..r]- the text where all elements of A and T are in 2. ,.. r1; . . . .
(A) In the k-difirences problem, an integer k 2 1 is also given and we are interested 
in serial and parallel algorithms to find all occurrences of the pattern in the text 
with at most k differences. 
(B) In the relative approximation problem, a number 0 s ar c I is fixed. We want 
to find all occurrences the pattern in the text with at most Lymd mismatches. 
(C) In the close-mat problem, a number O- -E cy < I and a commutative mismatch 
weight fidnction f : C x 5 +[OJ]wheref(a,a)=O,Va~E,arefixed.f(a,b)<f(a,c) 
means that b is a closer match to a than c is. We are interested in finding all 
occurrences of the pattern in the text where the sum of the weights of the respective 
pattern and text characters does not exceed (~1 Al, where IAl is the size of pattern A. 
The algorithms presented here handle d-dimensional arrays. 
Note that the defmit on of insertion and deletion in multidimensions needs 
clarification. The etfect of insertion and deletion may be different depending on the 
implementation. We illustrate this with a two-dimensional example. If a matrix is 
transmitted serially, a deleted character means an appropriate shift of the entire 
array. However, it may the case that the array is transmitted column by column 
with an EOD indicatio etween them. In that case, a deletion or insertion affects 
only the column it ;“a-“ars in. In this paper we assume the latter situation. It is 
clear that the case deletion or insertion affects only the row it appears in 
ences problem is well researched in one dimension. For 
ear-time serial algorithms 17, 14, 18, 19 (a randomked 
algorithm), 311, and efficient parallel algorithms appear in [9, 3 l]. For k ‘r 0 serial 
and parallel algorithms are given ii] [ 10, 11, 22, 23, 241. 
For d = 2, k = 0 serial algorithms are discussed in [6,5]. In [ 171 serial and parallel 
algorithms are presented for d = 2, k > 0. A 3erial solution for the relat:ve approxima- 
tion problem can be derived with a modification of [8] for d = 1. 
1.1. Significance of the problems 
The one-dimensional case, which is historically known as the string matching 
problem, has various practical applications (see [28]). The two-dimensional case is 
important to computer vision. One of the main problems in computer vision is 
object recognition. The computer’s task is to recognize the appearance of a given 
object (pattern) in a picture (text). It is rare for an exact replica of the object to 
appear in the picture- hence, the importance of the k-differences problem. However, 
there may be applications where the number of permissible errors per match is 
relative to the size of the pattern (or text). In this case algorithms where k is a 
multiplicative factor in the ctimplexity (e.g., 0( kn’)) are in reality of complexity 
O(m’n*) which is asymptotically no better than the naive check-all-possibilities 
approach. This leads us to the importance of the relative approximation problem. 
As pointed out in [3], a practical consideration arising from object recognition 
is that often a match or mismatch is not an all-or-nothing decision. In a black and 
white picture with 256 gray levels, two close levels of gray are almost a match while 
pitch black and bright white are a clear mismatch. The mismatch weight function 
f(a, b), defined in the close-match problem, measures the degree of error presented 
by a mismatch of a and b. A practical example off is the absolute difference of the 
binary representation of a and b. 
1.2. The model of computation 
The model of computation used in this paper is the random-access machine 
(RAM) [2] for the serial algorithm, and the concurrent-read concurrent-write 
(CRCW) parallel random-access machine (PRAFvl) for the parallel algorithm. A 
PRAM employs p synchronous processors, all having access to a common memory. 
We assume word size log n and unit time per word operation (for bit complexity 
multiply our results by a log log n factor). A CRCW PRAM allows simultaneous 
access by more than one processor to the same memory location for read and write 
purposes. In case several processor seek to write simultaneously at the same memory 
location, one of them succeeds but we do not know in advance which one. See [30, 
131 for a survey of results concerning PRAMS. 
1.3. Results 
(A) The k-diflerencesproblem : We present parallel and serial algorithms for finding 
all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k differences. The serial 
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algorithm fat the k-differences problem runs in 0( nd (dk + k’)) time. The parallel 
lgorithm for the k-differences problem runs in O(d( d log n + k) + k’) ti 
nd processors. Given the same input we also present serial and parallel algorithms 
for the k-mismatches problem. The serial algorithm runs in O(dndk) time and the 
parallel algorithm runs in O( d (d log n + k)) time using nd processors. We also 
present a parallel algorithm for exact two-dimensional match. This algorithm runs 
) time using nti processors. 
e relative approximation problem: We present a serial algorithm which Jns 
in time 0(2dlEJnd log’ m). “If we are willing to accept some erroneous results (w&re 
the number of errors is greater than permitted but not greater than twice the number 
of permitted mismatches, i.e. 2cuJAJ) in addition to all occr zences with no more 
than alAl mismatches, then it can be done in time 0(2d~ nd log’ m). 
Table 1 
Problem Known serial Known parallel Our serial Our parallel 
k differences 
d=2, k=O 
k mismatches 
d=2,kw 
k mismatches 
dz-2,li>l 
k differences 
d=2,ka 
k differences 
da2,kw 
relative apps. 
d=l,a=O 
relative appx. 
close appx. 
d=l,Ostsl 
relative appx. 
close appx. 
d22,Oaa<l 
relative appx. 
some error 
toleration 
d=l,Oet<l 
relative appx. 
some error 
toleration 
d~2,Osa<l 
0( n’) 
16 51 
0( n’mk) 
iI71 
O(nk) 
m3+(m+k)t1 
processors [ 171 
O(n’mk) 
WI 
O( nk) 
m”+(m+k)n 
processors [ 171 
O(loglL;ln log’ m) 
Wag n) 
n2 processors 
0( n’k) O(logn+k) 
n2 processors 
O(dn”k) O(d(d log n + k)) 
n d processors 
0( n’k’) O(log n + k2) 
n’ processors 
O(n”(dk+ k’)) O(d(d logn+k)+k’) 
n d processors 
O(llEln log’ m) Oflog 121 log n) 
]X;ln processors 
O(d’(Elnd log’ m) O(loglE(d log n) 
IEln” processors 
O(m n log’ m) O(logPl log n) 
JjZi n processors 
O(2”m nd log n) O(log)Z)d log2 m) 
m nd processors 
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(C) The close match problem: We present a serial algorithm in time 
0(2”]Xin’ log’ m). Table 1 summarizes the known results and this paper’s contribu- 
tions. 
The paper is organized as follows: For the sake of lucid exposition the algorithms 
are first presented for the two-dimensional case. In Section 2 we present our serial 
algorithm for the two-dimensional k-mismatches problem. In Section 3 this algorithm 
is extended to a k-differences algorithm. In Section 4 we introduce the parallel 
algorithm for exact two-dimensional matching. Sections 5 and G extend the two- 
dimensional parallel algorithm to handle k mismatches and k differences, respec- 
tively. Section 7 modifies the algorithms in Sections 2-6 to handle arbitrary 
dimensions. In Section 8 we give serial an parallel algorithms for the one- 
dimensional and d-dimensional relative approximation problem. We conclude with 
an algorithm for the close match problem in Section 9. 
2. The serial algorithm for the k-mismatches problem 
In this section, we present he new serial algorithm for the k-mismatches problem. 
Input: Two two-dimensional arrays: A, I.._.,m;,.__.,nll-the pattern, q l,.__,,T;l . .._.,]-the text 
and an integer k (2 1). 
Output: All the occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k-mismatches. 
The algorithm has three steps: 
Step I: Assume that each column in the pattern is a separate pattern. Find all the 
exact occurrences of these patterns in the columns of the text. 
Step II: For each location in the text find the first k unequal columns of the pattern 
and the text starting on it. 
Step III: For each location in the text check whether an occurrence with at most 
k mismatches tarts on this location. 
2.1. Step I 
In Step I we use the algorithm given by Bird [6]. A brief explanation of this 
algorithm follows: Start by naming the columns in the pattern. The name of a 
column is the smallest column number of all columns identical to it. Bird [6] then 
uses the algorithm of Aho and Corasick [l] for string matching of several patterns 
in a text. The output of Step I is two arrays: 
(I) a two-dimensional array q I,....n;i.....n] where qLjl= I means that 
T[i.j]9 l l l 9 qi+,-l,jl is equal to column number 2 in the pattern. If rpii,jl,. . . , ~i+,-l,/l 
is not equal to any column in the pattern then Tij,jl gets the value x; 
(2) a one-dimensional array & ,,__.,m1 when [iI is the name of column i in the 
pattern. 
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2.2. Step II 
In this step we compare for each locatfon (i, j) in the text the vector A to the 
vector Fti;j ,..., j+m-l]* Note that T[i ,..., i+nt-l;j, ..,j+m-11 is a two-dimensional array with 
the same dimensions as the pattern A and F [i;j,...,j+m-l] is a vector with the names 
of its columns. So, whenever TIi,j-+.,-l] is equal to At,, we know that the column 
qi,...,i+m-*;j+l-I] is aqua! to the column AI,,...,,,;,]. For any l, 1 d Is m, if Tti,.i+,-l] is 
not equal to &l it means that there is at least one mismatch between the columns 
qi,...,i+m-l;j+l-l] and A[l,...,ttI;l]* Therefore, it is enough to find the first k unequal 
columns. Only if we find less than k unequal columns do we continue to Step III. 
We use a method given in [24, 121. First we concatenate the rows of F and A’ to 
one string, then we compute the sufix tree of this string [32]. In each node u we 
store th:: LENGTH(u) of the string that defines v. Now, we can find the first k 
unequal columns. We explain how the first unequal column is found. The orher are 
found in the same way. ?;i;j], Tti;j+l], . . . and AL,], A[?], . . . are two suffixes of the 
concatenated string. Let LCAi,j,, be the lowest common ancestor (in short LCA) of 
the leaves of the suffixes Tti,jl,. . . and AtI],. . . in the suffix tree. The largest q for 
whichTti.jl, l l l 3 TI,j+q-l] = A[,], l * l 3 &I is simply LENGTH( LCA,,,,) and it means 
that &+,I is not equal t0 qi,j+q] and q + 1 is the first unequal column. We use the 
algorithm of [15] for the purpose of computing LCA’s in the suffix tree, whenever 
we need to find such a q throughout the algorithm. The second column is found 
by comparing the suffixes qi,j+y+ll). . . and &y+21,. . . When more than k unequal 
columns are found, conclude that there are too many mismatches in this location. 
2.3. Step III 
Step III checks for each location (i, j) in the text, if there is an occurrence of the 
pattern in T[i,...,i+m - 1 ;j,...,j+m - 13 with at most k mismatches and finds the first k 
mismatches if they exist. The mismatches on each unequal column are computed 
separately. For such a column I the string qi,,], qi+l,,], . . . , TIi+m-l,,] is compared 
to column I of the pattern (A, ,,,], AL2,,, . . . , A,,,,,). As in Step II we again use the 
method given in [24, 121. However, we now concatenate the columns of T and A 
to one string whose suffix tree is then constructed [32]. For each unequal column, 
the number of mismatches is computed by consecutively finding the maximum equal 
subcolumns in a manner similar to Step II. When more than k mismatches are 
found, conclude that there is no match in this location. 
Complexity: Step I runs in 0( n’) time [6]. Using the algorithm of [32] for computing 
the suffix tree takes 0( n”) time. Using the classification of [ 151 we are interested in 
the static lowest common ancestors problem, where the tree is static, but queries for 
lowest common ancestors of pair of vertices are given on line. That is, each query 
must be answered before the next one is known. The suffix tree has O(a2) nodes. 
The algorithm of 1151 preprocesses the suffix tree in O(M~) time, then responds to 
a given LCA query in 0( 1) time. Using the suffixes tree and the algorithm in [IS] 
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for the LCA’s Step II and Step III spb-. d O(k) time in each text location. TheKore 
Steps II and III run in 0( n*k) time. The total time for the serial algorithm is 0( n’k). 
3. The serial algorithm for the k-differences problem 
The serial algorithm for the k-differences problem has the same three steps as 
the serial algorithm for the k--mismatches problem algorithm. Specifically, we have 
the following steps: 
Step I: Assume that each column in the pattern is a separate pattern. Find all 
the exact occurrences of thesu patterns in the columns of the tex,. 
Step II: For each location in the text find the first k unequal columns of the 
pattern and the text starting on it. 
Step III: For each location in the text find whether an occurrence with at most 
b: differences starts on this location. 
Steps I and II are computed in the same way as for the k-mismatches problem. 
The goal of Step III is to find the differences between given columns (from Step 
II) of the text and the pattern. Starting with the first unequal column find the first 
k differences between these columns. If less than k differences are found, continue 
to the next unequal column. For each text loc;ation, processing stops when k 
differences are found or after the last colum Y +s checked. Ifno more than k differences 
are found after checking the last column, conclude that there is occurrence of the 
pattern in text. We find the differences between the columns by using an algorithm 
given in [23], parts of these algorithm appeared in [22, 241. 
Complexity. Steps I and II run in O(n’k) time as in the previous algorithm. Using 
[23], Step III runs in O(n’k’) time. The total time for this algorithm is O(n’k’). 
4. The parallel algorithm for the exact matching problem 
The parallel algorithm for the exact matching has two steps: 
Step I: Assume that each column in the pattern is a separate pattern. Find all 
the exact occurrences of these patterns in the columns of the text. 
Step II: For each location in the text find wheiher an occurrence of the pattern 
starts on this location. 
4.1. Srep I 
In Step I we use an algorithm given in [4, 21-j. This algorithm gives identical 
names to identical columns in the pattern and subcolumns of length m is the text. 
The output of Step I is two arrays: 
(1) a two-dimensional array T 1 ,,_.,,,;,,..., nl where Tri,jl is the name of the qubcolumn 
T(i,j], l l * 3 T[i+wt-I,,j]; 
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(2) a one-dimensional array A,,,._.,,1 when A[il is the name of column i in the 
pattern. 
4.2. Step II 
We use the above method to give a unique name to each string of length m in 
the rows of F and to A. Then, each processor that was allocated to a letter T[i,il in 
the text checks whether the name it has given to the string qi;j,.._,j+m-1] is equal to 
the name A’ has got. If the answer is positive, it means that there is an occurrence 
of the pattern in the text starting in T(i,jl l
Complexity. Using m2 + n ’ = O(n’) processors, the algorithm runs in O(log m) time 
(see [4, 2I]). 
5. The parallel algorithm for the k-mismatches problem 
This algorithm has the same three steps of the serial algorithm, namely: 
Step 1: Assume that each column in the pattern is a separate pattern. Find all the 
exact occurrences of these patterns in the columns of the text. 
Step 11: For each location in the text find the first k unequal columns of the pattern 
and the text starting on it. 
Step Ill: For each location in the text find whether an occurrence with at most k 
mismatches tarts on this location. 
Step 1 is the same as the first step in the exact matching parallel algorithm. Steps 
11 and III are the same as the serial algorithm for k-mismatches. We allocate a 
processor to each letter qi,jl of the text and a Irocessor to each letter AL,v,yl of the 
pattern. Instead of using the algorithm of [32] for the suffix tree, we use the parallel 
algorithm for suffix tree [21,4] and Instead of using the serial algorithm for finding 
the LCA [ 151, we use the parallel algorithm for finding the LCA [29]. 
Complexity. Step I runs in O(log m) Lme using n* processors (see Section 4). 
Computing the suffix tree takes O(log n) time using nz processors [4,21]. Preprocer ,- 
ing the sufix tree with the algorithm of [29] takes O(log n) time using n’/log n 
processors, then gitfen an LCA query it responds in O( 1) time. After this preprocess- 
ing step, Steps II and III take O(k) time using n’ processors. The total time for the 
parallel algorithm is 0( log n + k), using m’+ n’ = 0( n’) processors. 
arallel algorithm for the k-differences problem 
This algorithm is identica! to the previous one with one change: in the last step 
each processor uses the algorithm given in Step III in Section 3 to find the differences 
between each pair of unequal columns. 
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Complexity. Step I runs in O(log m) time using .* processors (see Section 4). Step 
II runs in O(log n + k) time, using m”f n’ = 0( n*j processors (s4e Section 5). In 
Step III finding the differences between two columns of length m takes O(k’l time 
using one processor. (Using a method given in [24] Step III can also run in O(k) 
time using kn’ processors.) Therefore, using m*+ n’ = 0( n’) processors, the 
algorithm runs in O(log n + k*) time. 
7. The multidimensional extension 
In this section we explain briefly how the algorithms given in Sections 2-6 can 
be extended from two-dimensional to d-dimensional arrays. We give the needed 
modifications for the serial and parallel algorithms. 
Our goal in all the algorithms is to find for each location of the text whether or 
not the d-dimensional array starting on it is similar to the d-dimensional pattern 
array. In the first step of each algorithm we assume that each of the m ((d - 
lj-dimensional) subpatterns in the pattern is a separate pattern, and we find ail the 
exact occurrences of these m patterns in the text. The goal of Step II and Step III 
remains the same as in Sections 2-6. Namely, in Step II we find for each location 
of the text the first k unequal columns of the pattern and the text starting on it. 
(There are md-’ columns in the pattern and n”-’ in the text.) In Step III for each 
location in the text we find whether or not an occurrence with at most k mismatches 
or differences starts on it. 
7.1. Modijications of the seria? algorithms 
The algorithms for the k-differences and for the k-mismatches problems still have 
three steps. Steps III in both algorithms are the same as in Sections 2 and 3. The 
changes are only in Steps I and II that now have d substeps. 
Step I 
Substep 1: 
(1) F,[l,. . ., n;. ..; 1,. . ., n] is a d-dimensional array, where F,[i, . . . , j] = d 
means that the column stzrting in location T[ i, . . . , j] (i.e., (T[i, . . . ,j], 
T[i+l,..., j],..., T[i+(m-1) ,..., j])) is equal to the column I of the pattern. 
If it is not equal to any pattern column, set F,[ i, . . . , j] to x, where x is a special 
symbol not in the alphabet. ‘F, is constructed by using [l] in a similar manner 
to [6]. 
(2) Let A,[l,...,m;...; l,..,, m] be a (d - lj-dimensional array, where 
A,[i, . . . , j] is the name of the column starting in location (1, i, . . . , j) of the pattern. 
qua1 *ctolumns get the same name. 
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Substepi (i=2,..., d - 1): The input to substep i, which is the output of substep 
i - 1, is as follows: 
(1) A d-dimensional array i',_,[l, . . . , n; . . , ; 1,. . . , n] where r_,[i, . . . ,j] = 1 
means that the (i - l)-dimensional array that starts on location T[ i, . . . , j] is equal 
to the (i - l)-dimensional subpattern umber 2 of the pattern. If no such subpattern 
exists then Ti_,[ i, e . . , j] gets the value X. 
(2) A (d - i + l)-dimensional array A,-,[13 l m l 3 m;. . . ; 1,. . . , m] when 
Ai_l[i,. . . , j] is the name of the (i - 1) -dimensional subpattern starting in location 
(l,l, 1,. . . ,l, i,. . . , j) of the pattern. The parameters of each such location contain 
i - 1 1s and then all the other values. 
Similar to Substep 1, we search for all appearances of the columns of Ai- in 
z_,. I-Iowever, the search is along the ith dimension of r_+ We then get 
?;.[i,. . . ,j] = I if the vector that starts on r_.,[i, . . . ,j] extending into the ith 
dimension is equal to column 2 of A,_,. Ai is constructed from Ai_ 1 in the same 
manner that A, was constructed from A. (Notice that the dimension decreases by 1.) 
Step II 
Substep I: We are looking for the first k columns with errors in them. We proceed 
from Td_, which has all exact appearances of the (d - I)-dimensional subpatterns. 
For each location in Td- l, we check in the last dimension for the first k errors in 
matching A,_, (a string). If more than k errors then there is no match in this 
location. This is done using the method of [24], by constructing a suffix tree from 
‘i -19 along the dth dimension, nd & -, . 
Substep i (i=2,..., d - 1): For locations pI , . . . , pj (j s k) where mismatches 
were found in substep i - 1, let I,, . . . , I) respectively be the characters in Ad-i+, 
that were mismatched in Fd _i+l . Each of the li represents a column Li in Ad-i. In 
a manner similar to Substep 1, look for the mismatches resulting from matching Li 
and Fd-i in location pi along the (d - i -!- 1)st dimension. This is done for all 
L I,***, Lj* At any stage of the algorithm, if more than k errors are encountered 
then conclude that there is no match in this location. 
Complexity. Step I has d substeps each of which takes O(nd) time. Step II has d 
substeps whose execution takes O(ndk) time each. In the k-mismatches problem 
Step III takes 0( n”k) time; therefore the total time of the algorithm is 0( dndk) 
time. In the k-differences problem Step III takes O(n”k’) time; therefore the total 
time of the algorithm is 0( nd (dk -k k’)) time. 
7.2. Modijications of the parallel algorithms 
The exact matching parallel algorithm has the same d steps as in Step I of the 
serial algotr%als in the previous subsection. In each substep we use the algorithm 
given in [4, 211 as in Secc:on 4. At substep d, F contains the names of the 
d-dimensional arrays starting in e&l_& location of the text. Each processor checks if 
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the name in its location is equal to the name of the pattern. If the answer is positive, 
we conclude that there is an occurrence of the pattern in the text starting in this 
location. 
In the algorthims for the k-differences and k-mismatches problems Step I uses 
the exact matching algorithm. Step II is the same as in the serial algorithm given 
in this section; however, we use the algorithm of [4,21] instead of [32] for the suffix 
tree, and [29] instead of [15] for the LCA. Steps III in both algorithms are the same 
as in the two-dimensional case (Sections 5 and 6). 
Complexity. The exact string matching algorithm has d substeps each of which 
takes log in time using 0( nd) processors. Therefore, its total time is O(d log m) 
time using 0( nd) processors. Step II has d substeps each of which takes 0( d log n + 
k) time using 0( n’ ) processors. In the k-mismatches problem Step III takes 
0( d log n + k) time using 0( nd) processors; therefore, the total time of the algorithm 
is O(d(d log n + k)) time using 0( n”) processors. In the k-differences problem Step 
III takes 0( k2) time using O(nd) processors; therefore, the total time of the algorithm 
is O(d(d log n + k)+ k2) time using O(nd) processors. 
8. The relative approximation problem 
We solve the multidimensional relative approximation problem by reducing it to 
the relative string matching problem with don’t cares. 
Definition. The relative string matching problem with don’t cares is th:l fcllowing: 
Let C be a finite fixed alphabet, 0~ C. 0 is called the don’t care or wildcard cha; acte:. 
Let Osa!cX 
Input: A text string T E (25 u (0})* and a pattern string P E (2 u {0})*. 
Output: All occurrences of P in T with at most al PI mismatches and with the 
added condition that the wildcard character 0 matches all characters of 2. 
Fischer and Paterson [8] give a 0( 1ogJX 1n log’ m) algorithm for the exact match 
version of the above problem (a =0) using linear products. It was known in the 
folklore that their technique can be extended to the relative case (OS (Y < 1). 
efinition. Let X = (x0, . = . , x,), Y = (yO, . . . , y,J be NO given vectors, Xi, _Yi E Do 
Let @ and 0 be two given functions where 
0 : E X E -p E, 0 associative. 
Then the linear product ~1 A7 and Y with respect to @ and @ is 
m3,O) y = hh l ’ ’ 9 z,,+,,,) 
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Zk= @ xi@yj fork=O,...,m+n. 
i<-j=k 
les 
Boolean product: @ is /\ and CD is v. 
Polynomial product: 0 is x and 0 is +. 
Exact string matching: 0 is = , defined as 
a=bFF 
1 ifa=b; 
0 if a # b. 
@ is A but the pattern is transposed. 
Exact string matching with “don’t cares”: Again 0 is = but with the following 
slightly different definition: 
a=b!Ef 1 ifa=bora=@orb=@; 
0 otherwise. 
0 is A and the pattern is transposed. 
In [S] it was proven that Boolean product is no harder than (b-string product and 
that (b-string product can be extended to Boolean product. We will extend (b-string 
product with errors to polynomial product. 
e extension. For a fixed alphabet 2, with flti 2, and for each p E 2, let xi, and xii 
be the predicates on C u (0) defined by 
x,(x) = 
i 
1 ifx=p; 
0 ifx#p (orx=@. 
x3(x) = I 1 ifx#p; 0 ifx=p(orx=@). 
Extend xP to strings in the natural way: xP((xO.. . x,)) =(x,(x0), . . . , xp(x,,)). 
For a given text X = (x0. . . x,,) E (2 v (0))* and pattern Y = (y,, . . . y,,,) E 
G u {0))*, let 
where vector addition is dejned component by component, i.e. (v,, . . . , q,> + 
b%, l l l 9 w,)=(v(j+w(j,..., v, -I- w,). Then Sk equals the number of mismatches when 
is matched to X in position k, for m s k s n. (As previously, matching Y to X in 
position k means (yO. . . y,,,) is matched to (xk_mxk_ ,,,+ I . . . q).) 
equals the number of clashes 
,,, . . . xk) and non-a (and non-(b) in (y,,, . . . yo). Since cb does not 
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clash with any character, adding up all pattern clashes with all the different symbols 
in the text results in all mismatches of a given occurrence of pattern in text. 0 
pie. X=aba@abc, Y=bQ)b, YR=bP)b. 
~~(x)=1010100, x~(x)=0100010, ~C(X)=oooooo 1, 
&(YR)=X,-(YR)=lO1, X&(YR)=OOO. 
For Z,, Zb, Z, and 2” +& + Z,, see Fig. 1. a clashes with b twice in positions 2 
and 4 and once in position 6. c clashes with a once in position 6, b obviously does 
not clash with anything in the pattern since the pattern is entirely composed of b’s 
and 0’~. 
Since Q) does not clash with any character, adding up all clashes of all the different 
symbols in the text with the pattern in a given position gives all mismatches of the 
pattern with text in that position. 
1010100 
101 
_------ 
1010100 
2, =x,(X)(x, +)x3( YR) = c 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1010100 
--------- 
102020100 
z,=*h(X)(X,+)*6(YR)=ooooooooo _____ 
0000001 
101 
------- 
009000 1 
zc =x(.(X)(x, +)&( YR) = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0,o 0 0 0 1 
--------- 
000000101 
----_ 
z,+zh+z‘ = 
102020201 
_---- 
Fig. 1. 
We now present our algorithm for approximate string matching with “don’t cares”. 
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S?ep II: compute x6(PR) 
Step III: compute the array 
end 
Step IV: SCC_~ Zu 
end Algorithm. 
8.1. Steps I, II 
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zr + xcr( T&h +>xeV”) 
Steps 1 and II can be done in a straightforward manner by comparing each 
character to (T. Note that since the comparison of different symbols in T with c is 
in&pen&nt, Steps I and II can be done by a PRAM with O(U) processors imul- 
taneously for all characters of T in constant ime. 
8.2. Step III 
The polynomial product can be done via integer multiplication in the following 
way: Since the polynomials x(,(T) and x5( P”) have only O-l coefficients, and since 
m < n, the maximum number of possible mismatches is m. [log( m + 1) ] bits are 
needed for each sum of mismatches. Thus if the coefficients are spaced far enough 
apart ( [log( m + 1) 1 - 1 OS followed by a coefficient), the integer multiplication 
provides the polynomial product solution. 
8.3. Step IV 
Step IV is simply the element-by-element addition of CT vectors. For a fixed 
iE{l,..., 4, compute Si +ZUE2 Zp. Note that again all Si’s can be computed in 
parallel by a Pram with O(n) processors. Note also that each Si’s value is bounded 
by m. 
Time analysis. Since the alphabet is fixed, the loop 0,;1 (T E C is a constant multiplier. 
Steps I and II are O(n) (0( 1) in parallel) and Step IV is 0( n log m) (0( 1) in 
parallel). The main contribution to the time complexity is the integer multiplication 
of Step III. Multiplication of an N-digit number by an M-digit number was shown 
by Schijnhage and Strassen [2] to be done in time 0( N log A4) where N 3 M. Here 
N = n log m and A4 = m log m giving the algorithm total time of O(lZln log2 m). 
In our parallel model, Step III is a polynomial multiplication which was shown in 
[27] to be of complexity O(log n) using I2Jn processors. 
8.4. Approximate d-dimensional matching 
We reduce the d-dimensional pattern matching problem to the relative string 
m@\,hing problem with don’t cares. We show the reduction by induction on d. 
Base case: d = 2. Let T&, be the text matrix, P,,,, be the pattern matrix. Let 
Lr I:JI be the linear representation of T in row major order, and let l:(m-l)n+m] 
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be the vector 
I 
p1.i for i = 1 to m, 
P) for i = m + 1 to n, 
Mi= ’ P2,i-n 
i 
fori=n+l to m+n, 
8 fori=n+m+l to2n, 
. 
. 
k,i-(rn-l)n fori=(m-l)n+lto(m-l)n+m. 
Matching 1M in L (and taking care of boundary conditions) is equivalent o matching 
P in T. What is actually being Ct sx 3s padding the pattern with wildcards up to 
the size of the text dimension. The boundary condition can then be handled on line. 
For every match i that is found (assL: ne i is the index in L of the last character in 
the match) compute the dimensions of- i as follows: d, + [i/ n 1; d2 + i - (d, - 1)n. If 
dZ 2 m we have a two-dimensional match. 
Complexity. The reduction is to relative string matching with don’t cares with text 
of size n2 and pattern of size O(mn) (however, the maximum number of possible 
mismatches is still m2 per location). This is solved by our algorithm in time 
O(~Z~n’ log n log m). However, this can easily be reduced to 0(llZ~n2 log’ m) by 
dividing the text matrix into four grids of overlapping 2m x 2m matrices and trying 
to match the patterra in each matrix separately in time 0( 1211rn2 log2 m). There are 
0( n2/ m2) such matrices, so the total time is O(lZ 1 n2 log’ m). A hidden multiplicative 
constant is 4 = 22 = 2”. 
Induction Step: d + 1. Let T’d+l be the text array, P,d+l be the pattern array. Let 
Lr ,:ndl be the linear representation of T :,I left-to-right prioritv of indices, i.e. 
L= T,,,, ,...* 1,119 T,,., ,..., 1.21, l l l 9 T,,,, ,..., I,n], T,,,, . . . . . Z,i], T,,,, ,..., 2,219 
. . . , Tr n,n ,..., n,n-I] Y T[ fl,,l,...* r&n] l 
M[,:( m-l)(nd+’ _I)l(n_l)+l] is the string constructed as follows: Let Pci), i = 1,. l l , n, 
be the d-dimensional slice of P given by PC:: ,..., idI = Pri,i, ..., id 1 for il , . . . , id = 1, g q l , m. 
Let M~ilf~m-l)(nd-l),(n-l)+l~ be the string with don’t cares resulting from the inductive 
reduction of (d-dimensional) PC? Let 
(i) 
M~:l!nnd-‘]= M~~:~m-l)(~ld-l)/(n-l)+l]~ 
~~,,n”~‘-((m-l)(rtd-l~/(t~-l~+l~ 
(notice that for n 2 m it is the case that 
mnd-’ 2 (m - l)( nd - l)/( n - 1) + 1). Then 
M = Ml(l)O(n-m)n~‘-*M,(2,(acn-m)~1f-’ . . . fj(n-m)ndp’Mdm~_ 
Thus, the length of M is 
(m-l)(mnd-‘+(n -m)nd-‘)+ 
(m-l)(nd-l)+l 
(n-l) 
= 
(m-l)(nd+‘-l)+l 
(n-l) ’ 
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Intuitively, M is constructed for (d + l)-dimensions by appm?riately filling the m 
d-dimensional slices with wi card characters and between eacia such slice padding 
all the required space in T til the appearance of the next d-dimensional slice. 
(See Fig. 2 for the three-dimensional case). 
Again, the boundary con ition needs to be checked for each match found in 
position i. Compute the coordinates in T, (x, , . . . , x~+,) of L’s ith element. This 
computation is essentially converting i to a base n representation since 
i=(x,-l)ndf’+(x,-l)n”+***+(xd-l)n+xd+,. 
If xj 3 m for all j = 2,. . . , d + 1 then th’ is is a valid (d + 1 )-dimensional match. 
(7l - 772) wildcards 3 
(11 - m) wildcards 
. 
. 
. 
Fig. 2. 
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Time analysis. Clearly, the reduction can be done in time 0( nd ) (O(d) in parallel). 
Subsequent solution of the relative string matching problem with don’t cares is of 
serial time complexity 0( 142” ’ n log’ m) and parallel O(logJZ Id log n) time, using 
Pin” P rocessors. 
It is possible to reduce the constant multiple 121 to m if some larger than alP( 
errors (but not larger than 2aiZl) are tolerated. 
Definition. Encode the symbols of alphabet C as follows: Each symbol can be 
uniquely represented in a m x m bit matrix by (row number, column number) 
with row number, column number E (1, . . . , m}. Encode row number (column 
number) i by a bit string ri,, . . . , rjd,Ll(Ci,, l . . , ci;;;xl where 
rik ( Ci, ) = 
1 ifi=k; 
0 if i # k. 
Represent OE C by a string S(U) = (TV . . . a~l~la~lzl+~ . . . ~JIE~ where ul . . . a~lrl 
encodes the row number and a~l~l+~ . . . c2Jlrl encodes the column number. Write 
S(U), = Ui, i = 1, l l l 3 2m. 
The following algorithm finds aN occurrences of pattern P = (p, . . . p,,,) in text 
T =(I,. . . t,) with up to al PI errors, and in addition some occurrences are output 
with k errors, alPl<k~2alPI. 
Algorithm RAPWE 
Let 
s(T)=s(t,)...s(t,), 
s(P) = S(Pl) ” l S(PnA 
si( T) = s( tl)i. . . s( t,)i, 
Si( P)'S(pl)i.**S(p,)i, i= 1,. l -3 2am. 
Using Algorithm RAP to solve the relative approximation problem for each si( T) 
and si( P), producing 
s’=x,b’(T)) 0% +)xo(~~(f’))+x&~( T)) (x, +)x,(s’(P)) 
ess. SI, equals the number of mismatches in row number plus the number 
of mismatches in column number, where P is matched to 7 at position k. Clearly, 
error s Sk s error for error equalling number of mismatches in the occurrence of P 
in T at position k. 
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Compllexity. Serial: O(m n log’ m); parallel: O(log 121 log n) using m n 
processors. 
9. The close match problem 
We solve the one-dimensional close-match problem. The reduction from d 
dimensions to one dimension can be done with the addition of don’t care characters 
as described in Section 7. 
efinition. The one-dimensional close-match problem is 
fixed alphabet, f: C x C + [0, 11 a commutative function 
a E C. 
the following: Let 2 be a 
such that $( a, a) = 0 for all 
Input: A text string T = (t,, . . . t,,)e C* and a pattern string P = (pO. . . p,,,)~ C*. 
Output: All positions k for which 
m 
c f( fk-(m+i)9 Pi )dam. 
i=o 
To solve the one-dimensional close-match problem use Algorithm RAP with the 
following change: In Step II instead of couputing x&((p”. . . po)) we compute 
(fb, P”), l l u ,f b, po)) where f (a, 8) =f (8, d = 0. 
This algorithm is of the same complexity as Algorithm RAP and the multi- 
dimensional close-match problem is of the same complexity as the multidimensional 
relative approximation problem. 
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